
I&C Work Assignment - Quadratic RTD Conversions

Problem Definition

Resistance Temperature Detectors (RTDs) are used to measure the temperature in a plant.
The applied temperature change causes a resistance change for a precision resistor and
this resistance change is then measured to provide an indication of the process
temperature.

RTD's very closely follow a quadratic relationship when the corresponding resistance
versus temperature values are plotted. Industrial resistance temperature transmitters
provide a I: I current signa! in proportion to this resistance change. However, once the
computer reads in these signal values (voltage developed by current flow through a
specified dropping resistor), further errors could be introduced depending upon the
numerical conversion method used.

In this work example, we will consider a temperature measurement application in which a
linear conversion algorithm is utilized in the computer to read temperature signals
obtained from an RTD installation. However, it is found during commissioning that the
errors introduced by this linear conversion are not acceptable and so a software change to
use ~. quadratic solution must be implemented. It is assumed that the computer
installation has a quadratic algorithm available and so all that needs to be done is to
specify the quadratic equation coefficients necessary to provide acceptable conversion
accuracy (say +/- 0.5% ful! span error) for the temperature conversion application.

Background Technical Information
• The measured process temperature range is 0-320 C.
• The RTD is a precision 100 ohm platinum resistor which is described by the

following function:
RT= Ro { I+a [T-S(-1.0 + 1'/100.)* T/IOO.O]}
where
Ro = 100 ohms, RT = resistance at temperature T
a = 0.0039125
S = 1.447

• A 4-20 rnA signal is developed proportional to the 0-320 C measurement.
• A 225 ohm dropping resistor provides the voltage input signal for the ADC.
• The ADC develops 6400 counts for each volt applied as an input signal.
• The linear conversion routine used in the computer is made directly as a function of

the counts read.



Deliverables
1. As Found:
Write a software routine to table the following values: Process Temperature in degrees
C (incrementing in 10 C steps from 0-320 C), computed RTD resistance in Ohms based
on the manufacturers given equation, transmitter 4-20 rnA signal, dropping resistor V dc
signal, computer ADC counts obtained, and the linearized computer temperature
displayed from given counts conversion. Calculate one additional value - the percentage
full span error which results from the difference between the applied temperature value
and the indicated temperature. If Wi: require this indication to be within 0.5% of full span,
is this conversion acceptable or not?

2. Quadratic Unit Conversion Routine
Write a quadratic equation solving routine that can accept specific 3 point calibration
data input (temperature and counts for 0, 50 & 100% of measured temperature scale - but
this can be flexible, say 10, 55 an 95 % as you think is important) and use this data to
solve for the standard quadratic equation coefficients - A, B & C.

Once the quadratic coefficients are solved, use these coefficients to calculate the
resulting quadratic temperature for a specified count value. That is, use the coefficients
obtained to repeat the table temperature values from question #1 to show the improvment
over the linear solution. Does this conversion method meet the specified criteria?
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